Mode Awareness and Automated Driving—What Is It and How Can It Be Measured?
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Abstract: In SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) Level 2, the driver has to monitor the traffic situation and system performance at all times, whereas the system assumes responsibility within a certain operational design domain in SAE Level 3. The different responsibility allocation in these automation modes requires the driver to always be aware of the currently active system and its limits to ensure a safe drive. For that reason, current research focuses on identifying factors that might promote mode awareness. There is, however, no gold standard for measuring mode awareness and different approaches are used to assess this highly complex construct. This circumstance complicates the comparability and validity of study results. We thus propose a measurement method that combines the knowledge and the behavior pillar of mode awareness. The latter is represented by the relational attention ratio in manual, Level 2 and Level 3 driving as well as the controllability of a system limit in Level 2. The knowledge aspect of mode awareness is operationalized by a questionnaire on the mental model for the automation systems after an initial instruction as well as an extensive enquiry following the driving sequence. Further assessments of system trust, engagement in non-driving related tasks and subjective mode awareness are proposed.
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1. The Relevance of Automation

Within the next few years, technical advances will enable the development of vehicles that can transport users to their destination without human input. This exclusion of drivers from the control and guidance tasks eliminates human errors and as a result leads to increased road safety [1,2]. The technical complexity of such systems however does not allow a direct switch from manual to fully autonomous driving. Consequently, various car manufacturers are currently developing semi-autonomous systems that can manage some but not all driving functions. The level of automation in these systems is called partially automated driving (PAD; Level 2) according to the taxonomy by SAE International [3]. PAD systems can control longitudinal and lateral acceleration. Nevertheless, these systems require constant monitoring of their performance, traffic and the surrounding by the driver. In contrast to fully autonomous driving, PAD is still prone to human errors like inattention or distraction since the driver has the role of a supervisory controller who acts in collaboration with the system. This automation system cannot detect all its limits and errors, which is why the driver is responsible for intervening if necessary even without a preceding warning or take-over request [4]. This responsibility allocation will change with the introduction of conditionally automated driving (CAD; Level 3). These systems also control longitudinal and lateral acceleration and thus resemble PAD. Contrary to Level 2 however, CAD can detect all system limits itself and will request the user to take over within a certain time frame if necessary. As such, the driver is not required to be attentive to the system’s status or traffic when CAD is active and he or she is then allowed to engage in non-driving related tasks (NDRT).
together, the main difference between Level 2 and Level 3 systems is the driver’s responsibility for the driving task and the concomitant obligation to pay attention to the traffic situation in PAD but not CAD.

The safety of assisted driving functions is therefore reliant on the user’s awareness of the currently active system and the knowledge about his or her responsibilities in this automated driving mode. This understanding is naturally aggravated if PAD and CAD are available within the same vehicle and if both systems are repeatedly activated within one drive \[5,6\]. It is especially safety critical if the user neglects the monitoring task during PAD because he or she might not notice the system reaching a limit in time. The danger for such an improper behavior is especially increased if the system works perfectly because the user might not expect any system limits \[7,8\]. In conclusion, it is of great importance to secure a good understanding and clear differentiation of the responsibilities in PAD and CAD. Various measures are currently being developed and tested to provide a so called mode awareness like the issuance of attention requests \[9\], hands On/Off options \[10\], the inclusion of one or multiple automation modes within a drive \[5\] and manual drives in-between periods of automated driving \[11\]. To assess the effect of such measures on mode awareness, it is however necessary to define mode awareness and to develop appropriate measurement methods first. This article aims to give an overview on the concept of mode awareness and to present a newly developed approach to measure mode awareness during alternating manual, PAD and CAD drives.

2. Constructs Concerning Monitoring Behavior

Before addressing the measurement of mode awareness, it is important to define this complex construct first and differentiate it from otherwise variables. The following chapter will provide an overview over all relevant constructs to mode awareness.

2.1. Situation Awareness

Mode awareness is similar but not identical to the concept of situation awareness. The latter is constituted of sufficient knowledge about the vehicle’s surrounding, the current state of the automation, the system’s task performance and the driver’s own tasks and responsibilities \[12\]. If the driver lacks situation awareness, critical situations might be identified too late so that the driver cannot take compensating actions to resolve the situation \[12\]. According to Endsley and Kiris \[13\] the extent of situation awareness depends on three factors: automation information presentation; vigilance, monitoring and trust; engagement. Since systems with a higher reliability of autonomy go along with less attention on traffic and system performance, situation awareness is often reduced in higher automation levels \[14\]. That is why the driver should be given a sufficient amount of take-over time in order to get back in-the-loop before driving manually \[15\].

2.2. Mode Awareness

According to \[16\], there are two kinds of mode awareness: the awareness of the existence of different automation levels and the awareness of the currently active mode. While both aspects are necessary for mode compliant behavior, the latter is at particular risk when a vehicle incorporates two or more automation levels and is intended to be the focus of this paper \[6\]. Mode awareness is a subconstruct of situation awareness that merely excludes the knowledge about the current situation and surrounding \[17\]. It comprises the knowledge about the currently active automation system, its performance level and the driver’s tasks and responsibilities \[6\]. Similar to situation awareness, mode awareness is established by the perception and correct interpretation of system information, the build-up of knowledge and finally the prediction of future system behavior \[6,17,18\]. A deficit can arise on any of these levels. Most common are however a misinterpretation of the systems’ behavior and symbols (mode confusion) or a lack of knowledge about the systems (mental model).
2.3. Mode Confusion and Mode Errors

Mode confusion is one possible reason for deficient mode awareness [17,19]. It can be described as a kind of automation surprise, where the system does not behave according to the user’s expectations. In the case of mode confusion, the user loses track of which system is currently active or what kind of behavior is appropriate for which mode. Mode confusion is safety critical [20] because it can lead to mode errors. This term describes behavior that fits the assumed but not the actual active automation level [6,21]. It results from an erroneous combination of information in the mental model [22]. Mode confusion can arise if a driver experiences two or more systems when changing between vehicles or when multiple systems are available within one vehicle, of which the latter represents a greater risk for mode confusion. The likelihood for mode confusion further increases if the systems appear similar for the user, e.g., in the case of PAD and CAD [6]. As a result, drivers might engage in NDRTs while driving in PAD and thus neglect their monitoring task. This can be highly dangerous if the system reaches its limit without the driver noticing, which can lead to collisions.

2.4. Mental Model

An awareness of the currently active automation mode itself is not sufficient for the creation of mode awareness. In addition, the user must have a correct mental model concerning the automation systems. Mental models are internal representations of a system that are formed by interacting with the system. These models do not need to contain correct technical details as long as users understand the functional characteristics of the system. Mental models can differ greatly in complexity depending on existing knowledge about the system, experience from interacting with the system and education [18,23].

2.5. Overtrust

As mentioned earlier, mode awareness is essential for a correct amount of monitoring and the controllability of system limits. Even if users have adequate declarative knowledge about the currently active system, its function and the users’ own responsibility, they might however not behave according to the requirements of the automated system [24]. Next to fatigue, risk tolerance, boredom or extrinsic motivation, the greatest danger for such an improper behavior is an inappropriate level of trust in the system. In general, trust describes the attitude of users to let a system support them in situations characterized by uncertainty and potential danger [25]. This trust influences the usage of the automated system. In case of under-trust, users will tend to disuse the system because of the subjectively increased work load and risk [26]. This state should be avoided because a disuse of the automated system will decrease the customer value of the vehicle [27]. Van Loon and Martens [28] for example describe three factors that might be positively impacted by increased automated highway systems: a reduction of traffic congestions, a more economic driving style with a concomitant conservation of resources as well as increased traffic safety. According to the authors, the latter is especially improved after users get used to the new technologies or the system assumes increasing parts of the driving tasks.

In respect of safety in use, the more pertinent problem is over-trust. This blind trust in a seemingly perfect system can result in a misuse of the system beyond its functional limits and thus in a safety risk. In the case of PAD, users will presumably show a decreased monitoring of the driving scene and the system performance with an increased trust in automation because they assume that everything will be working properly [29,30]. This so called complacency is especially provoked if participants simultaneously have to perform multiple tasks which reduces the amount of cognitive resources available for monitoring [31]. Ironically, over-trust and its adjunctive misuse is elicited by a highly reliably functioning system because users will hardly ever experience the system limits they theoretically know about [8,32].
3. Measurement of Mode Awareness

The development of a measurement method for mode awareness is crucial for the serial implementation of automated systems since mode inappropriate behavior increases the risk for critical take-over scenarios and crashes. Principally, there are multiple methods to examine mode awareness. It is, however, very difficult to identify a technique which allows a measurement of all subjective and objective aspects of mode awareness. Various potential approaches will be presented and discussed in the following chapter.

3.1. Subjective Measurement Methods

Surely, the simplest way of getting insight into the user’s mode awareness is by simply asking the driver via self-rating scales or interviews (e.g., [33,34]). Both methods give fast and explicit information about the user’s state and can be used directly after a use case of interest or subsequent to the entire driving sequence. As with any subjective measurement method, it is however subject to a personal bias. Self-ratings on the user’s assessment of his or her mode awareness are furthermore insufficient, because users might not understand the complexity of this construct in its entirety. Since misconceptions in the mental model can inherently not be detected by the users themselves, it is not advisable to use self-ratings as an indicator for mode awareness. An interview meets some of these flaws by allowing a standardized, and thus, partly objective assessment of mode awareness. In order to cover all aspects of mode unawareness however you need to identify all potential problems beforehand, which is not only time-consuming but also improbable. Additionally, interviews present multiple difficulties concerning study designs. If they are conducted while driving, the cognitive distraction might confound the driving performance. The conduction of multiple interviews (e.g., before and after an experimental manipulation) also poses the risk of influencing the mental model because the mere reproduction of information increases the knowledge level [35]. If the interview is conducted subsequent to the drive to avoid these confounding factors, the time interval between the driving scenario and the interview may lead to memory distortions, which in turn reduces the validity of information. One method to counteract the disadvantages of self-rating scales and interviews but maintain explicit information about the user’s inner processes is a driver commentary (e.g., [36]). This method does not have the problem of memory loss or the need for predefined mode awareness deficits, because it aims to gather all thoughts of a user directly while using the system. The greatest benefit of this method is surely its flexibility towards individual and situational differences. The lack of standardization on the other hand complicates quantitative and comparative analyses. Furthermore, it might lower the ecological validity of a study because the simple instruction to formulate all thoughts might change these thoughts and interfere with the driving task.

3.2. Objective Measurement Methods

Another approach to investigate mode awareness is the use of objective measurements, which eliminates all subjective distortions and focuses on the actual user behavior. As illustrated previously, the main difference between PAD and CAD is the allocation of responsibility between the system and the driver and as such the required amount of monitoring [3,37]. Monitoring implies the placing of visual attention to the street or control instruments, which is most often accompanied by a corresponding eye movement [38]. Therefore, gaze behavior counts as a good indicator for mode awareness. To interpret gaze behavior in terms of mode awareness however you need a comparison value like a drive in another automation level. Another indicator of the user’s knowledge about his or her responsibility is the interaction with NDRTs. The engagement in tasks like e.g., smartphone apps, in-vehicle information system, phoning or eating [39] will reduce the time of gaze spent on the traffic or system functionality. Consequently, it covers similar aspects concerning gaze behavior as mode awareness but is more restricted to the engagement in specific tasks. It must be noted that an engagement in NDRTs cannot always be implemented because of the study design or legal requirements.
Ultimately, the main interest in mode awareness does not lie in monitoring behavior, distractions or declarative knowledge itself, but in the consequential driving performance. This includes the take-over performance and the handling of critical situations, like e.g., the reaction time (time until gaze redirects from the NDRT to the road or control instruments; time until hands on the steering wheel and time until the first take-over reaction is performed), the time-to-collision (TTC), the maximum lateral and longitudinal acceleration and crash rate among others [40]. Possible take-over situations can range from uncritical switches between automation levels to undetected system failures in PAD (e.g., following a tar track instead of the line marking). The controllability of such situations is of special interest because of its safety implication. It must however be noted that driver behavior in such take-over situations is not specific to mode awareness and cannot indicate mode awareness problems on its own. It might, for example, be influenced by momentary inattention, fatigue, the familiarity with take-over situations or the individual participant’s driving skills. It can thus only be interpreted against the backdrop of the attention ratio during the drive, the pre-existing knowledge and the post-enquiry.

That is why some studies (e.g., [41,42]) look for certain behavior patterns that are likely to be specific to mode unawareness. Mode confusion for example could become apparent when the system reaches a system limit. In addition, a user might grab the steering wheel during CAD, press random buttons repeatedly or show facial cues of confusion. These behavioral characteristics can however vary between participants and might not always occur during a drive, which is why their comparability is reduced. Furthermore, this behavior cannot be ascribed to mode awareness for sure without a follow-up interview. A user might for example put the hands on the steering wheel for comfort or by habit and not because of a misunderstanding of the currently active automation mode.

3.3. Combination of Measurement Methods

Mode awareness is a complex construct that circumstances sufficient knowledge about the system and its limits as well as behavioral aspects while driving. Currently, there is no gold standard for measuring all aspects of mode awareness, which is why most authors use a combination of multiple methods. Victor et al. [43], for instance, examined mode awareness during a PAD drive and added a take-over situation at the end of the drive because of an obstacle on the road. Mode awareness was operationalized by subjective as well as objective variables. The former consisted of a questionnaire on trust and open interview questions on impulse to intervene as well as the realization of the need to intervene. Objective data comprised response process variables and glance variables. Generally, a mixture of subjective and objective indicators is advisable for a valid interpretation of the declarative knowledge of users about the current system and its functionality as well as the behavior according to system requirements. In this case, the behavior aspect is assessed sufficiently by analyzing gaze behavior as well as take-over performance and the handling of critical situations. While the short interviews after the drive can give an impression on trust level and situation awareness, however they do not allow an evaluation of the user’s mental model and mode confusion.

Another approach to measuring mode awareness can be found in a study by Wang and Söffker [44]. The authors investigated six driving scenarios. The implementation of both Level 2 and Three in these scenarios is reasonable for studying mode awareness in a worst case approach [5]. Mode awareness was operationalized by a situation awareness questionnaire but the authors also measured take-over time and quality in case of system failures and the engagement in NDRTs. While these measures do provide subjective and objective information, the lack of monitoring data does not allow a full objective interpretation of mode awareness. Furthermore, it has to be noted that the mid-questionnaire between the scenarios only included six questions on mode awareness, which is very little for such a complex construct.

Othersen [18] conducted a study on situation and mode awareness. Objective measures consisted of driving parameters, specifically reaction and take-over time, the quality of reactions and potential deactivating of the system. Furthermore, the author examined gaze behavior and video data as well as the performance in an audio-verbal NDRT. Subjective data circumferenced items on mode
confusion, monitoring behavior, responsibilities during the drive and critical situations as well as the user’s take-over performance. This approach covers many aspects of mode awareness like knowledge about the user’s monitoring task (objective and subjective), awareness of the currently active mode (subjective) as well as the resulting take-over performance. The analysis of gaze behavior was however conducted absolutely without systematically comparing different drives to a baseline. In addition, the closed self-rating scale does not provide detailed information about the user’s responsibilities. On the contrary, a comprehensive assessment of the user’s mental model is crucial to define the cause of a potential lack of monitoring behavior.

4. A Subjective and Objective Measurement Method for Mode Awareness

In order to assess all aspects of mode awareness, we wanted to develop a new method that combines subjective and objective information in a worst case scenario. This approach allows the assessment of all major aspects of mode awareness (see Figure 1): the knowledge about which mode is currently active and the knowledge about the system’s abilities and limits (knowledge pillar) as well as the resulting mode compliant behavior (behavior pillar).

Figure 1. Mode awareness can be subdivided into a knowledge and a behavior pillar, which are measured separately in our proposed study design. All white frames represent dependent variables.

4.1. Knowledge Pillar

One aspect of the definition of mode awareness according to [6] is sufficient knowledge about the system. Therefore, an assessment of mode awareness should include the measurement of the participant’s mental model, which should be conducted before the experimental drive. In studies questioning the effectiveness of certain methods to promote mode awareness, it is vital to first instruct the participants on the automation systems because a different amount of preknowledge can impact the effectiveness of such methods. The subsequent knowledge test can thus ensure a homogenous level of existing knowledge before the drive. Such an extensive instruction is, however, not advisable when studies aim to hedge mode awareness in order to get approval for an automated system. The initial knowledge test then serves as a first indicator of mode awareness during the drive.

It is, furthermore, important to include an extensive post-enquiry to test the amount of knowledge after the drive. That allows a conclusion on the knowledge on the systems’ limits, human-machine interface (HMI) and the driver’s responsibilities during the drive. This second conductance of the test is furthermore relevant in order to measure the change of the mental model due to a driving sequence or (if applicable) certain experimental manipulation.
The questionnaire for the mental model we developed consists of five parts. At the beginning, participants are asked to subjectively rate their knowledge about all assistance systems of interest on a 7-point Likert scale. This subjective rating is followed by an objective evaluation of the user’s knowledge. They are first asked to formulate the two main aspects of each system. These statements are then evaluated by the examiner on the basis of a rating system, which categorizes information in mandatory and optional information. This is followed by detailed questions on various aspects of the assistance system, mainly the systems’ limits and abilities as well as the responsibility of the driver. These statements have to be assigned to the respective assistance system or alternatively classified as true or false. Lastly, the participants are tested on their knowledge about the HMI and the handling of the systems’ (de-)activation. That mainly functions as an indicator for mode confusion in the drive since insecurities about the corresponding icons for each mode as well as the correct button for activating and deactivating the systems can easily lead to confusion about the currently active system.

4.2. Behavior Pillar

4.2.1. Design

Declarative knowledge about the systems and their capabilities is necessary but not sufficient for mode awareness. Drivers might for instance technically be well aware of the currently active system and his or her responsibilities but still neglect the monitoring task because of over-trust [29]. A distracted or inattentive driver might then not notice a PAD system reaching its limit and thus crash. This use case is just one potential scenario and certainly represents a worst case setting. In order to ensure the safety of driver assistance systems in studies however a worst case approach is necessary [45].

We propose the following study design to validly measure mode compliant behavior in a worst case scenario (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. A schematic depiction of the driving sequences. A first familiarizing drive and a manual baseline are followed by a sequence of driving partially automated driving (PAD), conditionally automated driving (CAD) and then PAD again. Mode awareness is operationalized by the comparison of attention to driving related areas of interest during the drives and the controllability of a system limit at the end of the second PAD drive.

The drive starts subsequent to the theoretical instruction and the questionnaire on the mental model with a familiarizing drive. This drive is crucial to eliminate the influence of prior experiences with driver assistance systems, the make of the car or potential situational factors (e.g., being in a driving simulator). Depending on the research question, the familiarizing drive can contain short drives in all assistance modes including the switches between them or just a manual drive. It is advisable to then start a short period of driving manually as a baseline. The gaze behavior and driving data during this drive serve as comparison values for all subsequent automated drives. As mentioned earlier, a frequent switch between these automation modes is especially challenging for maintaining mode awareness, since the functions seem very similar for the user. In line with a worst case approach, we thus recommend including multiple switches between automation modes within the study. Between CAD and PAD, the latter has fewer situational requirements, which is why a first switch from manual driving to PAD is the most ecologically valid option. It also allows the assessment of the first contact of drivers with PAD as a baseline value. After a certain period of driving PAD, the system should
then enable the switch to CAD. This drive should be terminated by a take-over request to initiate the last driving sequence in PAD. Until this point, both Level 2 and Level 3 would have worked perfectly without reaching any unexpected system limits. This is in line with a worst case approach since the high performance level makes it difficult to distinguish between both systems. By definition however, PAD systems might reach their limit without giving a warning or take-over request, e.g., because they accidentally follow a tar track instead of the actual lane. It is advisable to include such a scenario to assess the controllability of a potentially critical situation. That is crucial for driving safety and actually of higher importance than monitoring behavior. We recommend a silent system error at the end of the second PAD drive, by driving straight ahead instead of following the curved road. Without intervention of the driver the vehicle would then crash with the crash barrier or drive on the adjacent patch of grass.

The time frame of these drives can be chosen according to resources and research question. Generally, a longer time-frame will lead to more reliable data. A longer time-frame will however lead to increased driver fatigue [46]. Multiple internal studies showed that participants need 5 to 10 min to get used to the system. To avoid the influence of fatigue but ensure a sufficient amount of data we thus advise a duration of approximately 8 to 10 min per automated drive. Studies by Kurpiers et al. [9] and Feldhütter et al. [47] confirmed the assumption that this is an appropriate time frame to avoid insecurities when handling the system while simultaneously avoiding fatigue. Certain research questions and participant characteristics might however require the adaptation of these time slots. It must also be noted that the study design proposed in Figure 2 is only applicable in this form for studies in driving simulators. The uncontrollability of on-road studies may not allow the strict adherence to the proposed time frames because of interchanging road conditions and environments. This study design is however an appropriate basis for measuring mode awareness in a simulated environment. As such, it serves as a good tool to test changes in the automated function during development to ensure their security. Furthermore, it can be used to check the effectiveness of measures to increase mode awareness.

4.2.2. Attention Ratio

The aim of the manual-PAD-CAD-PAD sequence is to assess the participants’ behavior in respect to the mode dependent responsibilities for the user. The requirement to keep the attention on the traffic at all times in PAD but not CAD is surely the greatest difference between these two automation systems and the monitoring behavior therefore a suitable operationalization for mode awareness. As most shifts in visual attention go along with a shift of gaze, glance behavior can be used for operationalization of mode awareness [48]. The most interesting metric of glance behavior is the attention ratio, which represents the percentage of time that a participant’s gaze is directed in a certain area of interest (AOI) in relation to the total duration of each driving phase. One AOI of particular interest is the road center slightly below the horizon [49,50], since hazard and event detection requires focal vision [51]. Further driving relevant areas within the visual field are the instrument cluster to monitor the system’s status as well as the lanes to the left and right, the side mirrors and the rearview mirror for traffic monitoring. If NDRTs are used (e.g., smartphone apps or games in the central information display), their location should be evaluated as a relevant non-driving related AOI to track the attention ratio to the NDRT.

4.2.3. Target and Actual Values

When PAD is active, the driver is assisted in the lateral and longitudinal guidance of the vehicle. Similar to manual driving, all other responsibility lies with the driver [3]. Since the driver must be able to detect all system limits and take-over at all times even without warning during PAD, the attention ratio to the traffic situation and the system’s performance should not differ from that in manual driving. A mode aware driver should furthermore not show any significant differences in gaze behavior between the first and the second PAD drive despite the interposed CAD sequence. During CAD on the other side, it is expected to find a reduced amount of monitoring behavior compared to manual and PAD
driving, since the driver is allowed and instructed to engage in NDRTs [3]. While the amount of monitoring in PAD is safety critical, a comparison between CAD and a manual or a PAD drive can mainly serves as an indicator for the quality of discrimination concerning the user’s tasks. Lack of such a discrepancy in monitoring behavior is however not necessarily evidence for mode unawareness since users might also deliberately want to monitor the CAD function and their surroundings.

This proposed gaze behavior has been tested with similar designs in various studies [9,51]. In the static simulator study by Feldhütter et al. [47] for example, participants showed an attention ratio to road center of 89% during manual driving, which was significantly reduced to 51% and 18% in the first and second PAD drive respectively with a significant decrease from the first to the second PAD drive. This is a characteristic example for a mode awareness deficit, since the monitoring task was neglected during the PAD drives compared to manual driving, which was intensified by the CAD drive in between (schematic depiction in Figure 3).

**Figure 3.** A schematic depiction of the target and actual gaze behavior during manual, PAD and CAD driving. Mode awareness can be assumed if there is no significant difference between the attention ratio in the manual and the first PAD drive or a significant decline in monitoring behavior from the first to the second PAD drive.

4.2.4. Controllability

Next to the monitoring behavior itself, the safety of automated vehicles in Level 2 and Level 3 is highly dependent on the user’s ability to manage system limits. In the proposed worst case scenario of a silent system error in the second PAD drive, the car will keep driving straight ahead while the track makes a curve. The controllability of this situation can be assessed by the ability of the driver to keep the car on track. Potential parameters are the amount of the vehicle in surface area that has crossed the track before the driver intervenes and the crash rate. Feldhütter et al. [47] for example found that only 16% of participants intervened before the car had left the track and 29% did not take-over before the car had left the track completely. This clearly demonstrates the dangers of insufficient monitoring behavior during PAD that results from a deficit in mode awareness. It has to be noted however, that a bad performance in the take-over scenario cannot necessarily be ascribed to a lack of mode awareness. As a result, we advise a qualitative interrogation on the take-over scenario after the drive.

4.3. Additional Variables

The main problem when using gaze data is its lack of specificity since it can be influenced by factors like extrinsic motivation or boredom [24], risk tolerance [11], a faulty mental model and mode confusion [6] or over-trust [29]. Questionnaires before and after the drive are thus essential to ascribe a lack of monitoring and controllability to a concrete source. Next to the before mentioned knowledge test, one important assessment is the evaluation of trust in the automated system, (e.g., the automation
trust scale (ATS) by Jian, Bisantz, and Drury [52]; the questionnaire on human-computer trust by Madsen and Gregor [53]), because deficits in mode awareness and over-trust cannot be distinguished without background information on the user’s experience and mindset. In addition, a subjective test for mode awareness (like the one used by Othersen et al. [18]) might be useful in many cases. Furthermore, it is of great value to add various questions, e.g., concerning the perception of the events during the silent system error, the engagement in NDRTs during PAD, a lack of engagement in NDRTs during CAD, automation surprises and other subjective data. The specific choice of questions should be based on the individual characteristics of the driving behavior and the examiner’s observations.

5. Limitations and Benefits

Despite this approach’s theoretical soundness, the validity of the proposed study design has not been calculated yet. The data in [9,47] that result from study designs using the proposed method can give a first impression of its applicability but allows no testimony on the validity of the measurement approach. The main reason for this lies in the circumstance that there is no best practice for measuring mode awareness that could be compared to the results of the suggested approach. Furthermore, the interpretation of mode awareness in our study design is based on a number of different variables that need to be encountered as a whole. As a mixture of quantitative and qualitative measure, it is hardly possible to calculate one parameter for mode awareness that might be used in a validation process. In addition, this design for measuring mode awareness is not applicable in all study designs. First of all, the addition of a critical take-over scenario at the end of the second PAD drive is obviously impossible in on-road car studies. The only solution to evaluate controllability is to look for naturally arising system limits of PAD and assess the take-over quality of the participants. Any study in real traffic is, furthermore, liable to uncontrollable circumstances like weather, traffic and road works that might influence the availability of the assistance systems. Second, some research questions might call for a variation of drives compared to the proposed design, which might change the values of mode awareness. Furthermore, since the order of drives is essential to the assessment of mode awareness, it is not advisable to alter the sequence of the automated drives. That way, however, the attention ratio in the second PAD drive might already be reduced because of tiredness or exhaustion. That should be factored in by performing an objective sleepiness rating, e.g., the Karolinska sleepiness scale (KSS; [54]).

When testing the human-machine interaction of automated functions, the aim of most studies is to predict user behavior in the field. In order to secure the safety of the function, it is important to prove the robustness of the function even in worst cases. Wickens [45] actually argue that accidents in aviation are often caused by worst-case performers in worst-case situations. That is why extreme cases should not be treated as outliers in a normal distribution but considered for safety issues. Consequently, the proposed study design is an appropriate approach to testing mode awareness in PAD and CAD. In addition, this design is eligible for measuring mode awareness in different scenarios because the switch from PAD to CAD and back to PAD allows the relative comparison of attention ratio in Level 2. The use of absolute values on the other hand would lead to misinterpretations, since attention ratio itself will differ greatly between a simulator study without any actual danger and a real car study on public highways.

6. Conclusions

We propose a study design to assess mode awareness by focusing on its behavioral aspect, more precisely the attention ratio while driving in PAD, CAD and then PAD again in addition to the controllability of a critical take-over scenario at the end of the second PAD drive. Questionnaires and interviews on the mental mode, trust, the engagement in NDRTs and other observations during the drive will enable the examiner to extract the source of a potential negligence of the monitoring behavior during PAD. Taken together, we feel positive about the potential of this approach to cover all aspects of mode awareness while differentiating it from similar constructs. Further validation of the proposed design and assessment technique is required for a further evaluation.
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